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no just leave meek girls can't afford.... this was the first
time I heard the expression 'desi' on the lips of a real

woman who I actually loved and loved me back... I was
gutted - she had wrapped me up in her arms... she was
completely genuine in her love... and I was completely

powerless.... I was like ughhh... this was the first time I ever
liked a girl like this... so shocked she did it anyway.... she

was absolute yes1. Field of the Invention The present
invention relates to systems and methods for transmitting
data among physical objects. 2. Description of the Related

Art Today's electronic communication systems rely on
various signaling techniques to transmit data from one
physical object to another. In one example, the Tranfer

Control Protocol (TCP) is used for unidirectional data flow.
For unidirectional transmission, the sender pre-allocates an

outgoing transmission window (i.e., a storage region in
which it can write data for transmission), and writes data

into the pre-allocated window in a sequential order. The pre-
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allocated window is held open until the data written into the
pre-allocated window is flushed to the receiver, and the

data in the pre-allocated window is then pre-empted for the
receiver. For example, in a typical scenario, the sender pre-

allocates a data window of length 16 to a receiver. The
sender writes data into the pre-allocated window in a

sequential order, as if it is storing a sixteen-byte payload.
However, if the receiver, which is receiving the data, is full,
the receiver does not receive the final chunk of data for its

incoming window, and the data remains in the sender
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Latest: Suspect arrested for fiery officer-involved shooting

The 2-year-old was wounded in the June 28 shooting
MOUNT VERNON, Ill. -- The Latest on the fatal officer-

involved shooting of a 2-year-old boy (all times local): 2:05
p.m. The man accused of fatally shooting a 2-year-old boy
in June at a Washington Park apartment complex has been

arrested. Cook County Sheriff's spokesman Anthony
Guglielmi says the suspect is Tyrese Howard, 27. Howard
was arrested Tuesday morning. The Cook County State's

Attorney's Office charged Howard with first degree murder.
The shooting occurred June 28 at the Washington Park

Garden Apartments in the Austin neighborhood. Guglielmi
says the shooting stemmed from an argument over a "loud
noise." The father of the toddler says he and his family were
trying to enjoy a quiet evening and watched a movie when
the shooting occurred. Fearsome Kinette, who lives next
door to where the shooting happened, says he was in his

bedroom and heard nothing. He says he thinks people need
to "get a grip on their anger, on the anger of the streets."
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——— 1:15 p.m. A Chicago man has been arrested and
charged with the June fatal shooting of a 2-year-old boy.
Cook County State's Attorney's Office spokesman Tandra
Simonton says Tyrese Howard, 27, is charged with first-
degree murder. The shooting occurred June 28 at the

Washington Park Garden Apartments in the Austin
neighborhood. Fearsome Kinette, 50b96ab0b6
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